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Surprise-Wonderman event returns

Warm Springs Recreation will host the Third Annual Superman Race on June 27.

The Warm Springs Academy will hold the Eighth-Grade Car Parade on June 18.

Healing from Grief

The two-day conference Healing from Grief is coming up in Warm Springs next Wednesday and Thursday, June 9-10. The event, hosted by Prevention and Wellness, Human Services, will be in front of Behavioral Health.

“Grief is a natural response to life,” said Rosanna Jackson of Warm Springs Prevention. “Grief is the emotional suffering you feel when something or someone you love is taken away. It can be painful and overwhelming.”

Healing from Grief will share information about the grief process, and how you can support yourself in healing from loss. The conference starts at 8 a.m. each day with lunch provided.

Casino hosting Car Show

Eighth-Grade Car Show
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Information is submitted online, the forms will be emailed or mailed to Michele Stacona, PO Box 455, Warm Springs.  Stacona, Tribal Treasurer/CEO.

TERO; and a position on the Warm Springs Tribal Employment Rights Office, TERO; and a position on the Tribal Court.  The meeting was called to order at 9 a.m. by Chairman Robert Windy Boy, Jr.  Second by Brigette Armstrong, of Bend.  In addition to the above, there were four younger brothers, and a veteran nurse of 43 years to earn the RN-BSN degree.  Students can also complete Charter for the multicultural—can be very important.

0.25 miles per week. For beginners, a half mile per week. Walking. Cycling. Swimming. Therapist, Warm Springs Physical Therapy.  Ten exercises to help prevent or delay the onset of Type 2 diabetes, please reach out to the Physical Therapy Department.  Balance training. Resistance training. Strength training is also an important component and should be performed at least twice per week for optimal benefits.

Ten exercises to help manage Type 2 diabetes:

Balance training. Resistance bands. Weight training (free weights or circuit training).
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Madras High School Class of 2021

Elizabeth Antunez
Michael Belgard
Jeremiah Blackwolf
Justin Borchert
Kylie Borchert
Lakecia Brunoe
Glenn Brunoe
Cefaline Frank

Clarice Clements
William Clements Jr.
Synus Crane
Kathryna Dansuksa
Harlee David
Jayden Davis
Dylan Heath
Dominick Holliday

Taya Holiday
Shannon Hudson
Rastia Jack-Marvin
Hermione Johnson
Pratia LeClaire
LeeAnn Libowme
Derek Main
Jordan Mitchell

Bradley Persaux
Sequua Polk
Julian Rosales
Isaiah Ruelas
Abina Smith
Jeremiah Smith
Aurora Squamphin
Andrew Suppah

Joshua Olney ~ Delliena Plouffe ~ Koala Cherone
Speakerburs ~ Christopher Rodriguez-Jim ~ Patricia
Speakbunder ~ Shielie
Shine ~ Kayla Travis ~ Carl Travis Jr. ~ Dolan
Watheka III ~ Skyila
Williams ~ Jeremiah
Zacarias

Natalia Tevse
Jason Tohet Jr.
DaRia White
Donavon Wolfe
Josslyn Wolfe
Katrina Wolfe

~ More 2021 Graduates of the Tribal community ~
In the Tribal Court of the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs

All proceedings are held at the CTWS Tribal Court. By this notice you are hereby notified that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Clyde Poitra, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2014-PR27. To: William M. Poitra, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Linda Robertson, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2013-PR16. To: Robert Robertson, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Del Ray D. Thompson, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2110-PR17. To: Lillie Thompson, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Del Isadore, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2010-PR19. To: Del Isadore, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Robert Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2011-PR18. To: Robert Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Edward Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2012-PR17. To: Edward Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Wilbert Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2013-PR17. To: Wilbert Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Alfred Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2014-PR26. To: Alfred Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Phillip Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2015-PR25. To: Phillip Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Robert Wash, Jr., W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2016-PR24. To: Robert Wash, Jr., W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Phil Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2017-PR23. To: Phil Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Louis Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2018-PR22. To: Louis Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Delbert Wash, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2019-PR21. To: Delbert Wash, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Delbert Wash, Jr., W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2020-PR20. To: Delbert Wash, Jr., W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Delbert Wash, III, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2021-PR19. To: Delbert Wash, III, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Delbert Wash, Jr. W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2022-PR18. To: Delbert Wash, Jr. W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

In the matter of the estate of Delbert Wash, III, W.S., deceased. Estate no. 2023-PR17. To: Delbert Wash, III, W.S., Deceased. This is notice that an informal probate hearing is scheduled for July 15, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.
May 17, 2021
The meeting was called to order at 9 a.m. by Chairman Raymond Trumps Sr. Roll call: Chief Delvis Heath, Anita Jackson, Wil- son Wesa Jr, Lois Schapput, Vice Chair Brigette McConville, Glendon Smith, Chief Joseph Moses, Milton Vatin, Secre- tary-Treasurer. Ap- pears to be no quorum: Motion to adjourn. Motion carried.

· Motion by Wilson ap- proving the June agenda. Second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, Brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, yes, 5/0/1, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Call for a second. Motion by Wilson adopting Resolution No. 12,807 approving the relin- quishment of an individual so they could enroll in the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Na- tional Reservation. Second by Wilson. Discussion. Glendon, yes, Brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain. Motion carried. Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,808 that the Tribal Coun- cil hereby bestows the official geographic name on the land described in this Reso- lution, and as more fully set out in Exhibit A attached hereto, 'Toto Creek.' And hereby bestows the official geographic name on the meadow described in this Resolution, and as more fully set out in Exhibit B attached to 'Toto's Meadow,' by the Twenty-Eighth Day of June, 2021, the decision of the Tribal Council that the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of Interior shall be the center of the new Warm Springs detention fa- cility. Second by Brigette. Discussion. Glendon, yes, Brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 4/0/2, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,809 that Jabbar Davis be granted a fifty year home site lease in the Schools Flat area on tribal land described herein. Call for second; second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, Brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, yes, 6/0/0, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,810 by the Twenty-Eighth Day of June, 2021, the decision of the Tribal Council that the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of Interior shall be the center of the new Warm Springs detention fa- cility. Second by Brigette. Discussion. Glendon, yes, Brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 4/0/2, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,811 that the Tribal Council approves and consents to the sublease of the property; That the Tribal Council approves and con- cedes to the sublease of the property. The Tribal Council hereby authorizes the Tribal Chair, Vice Chair, or Secretary-Treasurer/ CEO to sign and execute the concern for the sublease on behalf of the Tribe and au- thorizes the authorized rep- resentatives or their delegate to take or cause to be taken all actions on behalf of the Tribe to facilitate the sublease. Second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, yes, 5/0/3, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Executive session 2:53 p.m.

· Motion by Glendon adopting Resolution No. 12,806 that the Tribal Coun- cil hereby declares that it is the decision of the Tribal Council that the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of Interior shall be the center of the new Warm Springs detention fa- cility. Second by Brigette. Discussion. Glendon, yes, Brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 4/0/2, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,805 that the Tribal Coun- cil resolves that the Warm Springs Tribal Court may ex- ercise personal jurisdiction over the Tribe’s insurers in any action by WSCOE to recover losses that it, either di- rectly or through Indian Head Casino or the Plateau Travel Plaza, has suffered as a result of the Covid-19 pan- demic. Second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 6/0/0, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Executive session 1:55- 2:53 p.m.

· Executive session 2:53- 3:15 p.m.

· Motion by Glendon adopting Resolution No. 12,804 that the Tribal Council approves and con- cedes to the sublease of the property. That the Tribal Council hereby authorizes the Tribal Chair, Vice Chair, or Secretary-Treasurer/ CEO to sign and execute the concern for the sublease on behalf of the Tribe and au- thorizes the authorized rep- resentatives or their delegate to take or cause to be taken all actions on behalf of the Tribe to facilitate the sublease. Second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, yes, 5/0/3, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Executive session 1:55- 2:53 p.m.

· Motion by Glendon adopting Resolution No. 12,803 approving the sub- lease of the property; That the Tribal Council approves and con- cedes to the sublease of the property. The Tribal Council hereby authorizes the Tribal Chair, Vice Chair, or Secretary-Treasurer/ CEO to sign and execute the concern for the sublease on behalf of the Tribe and au- thorizes the authorized rep- resentatives or their delegate to take or cause to be taken all actions on behalf of the Tribe to facilitate the sublease. Second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, yes, 5/0/3, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Executive session 1:55- 2:53 p.m.

· Motion by Glendon adopting Resolution No. 12,802 that the Tribal Coun- cil hereby declares that it is the decision of the Tribal Council that the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of Interior shall be the center of the new Warm Springs detention fa- cility. Second by Brigette. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 4/0/2, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,801 that Jabbar Davis be granted a fifty year home site lease in the Schools Flat area on tribal land described herein. Call for second; second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 4/0/2, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,800 enrolling five indi- viduals in Section 1-Section 18. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 6/0/0, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

· Motion by Brigette adopting Resolution No. 12,799 that Jabbar Davis be granted a fifty year home site lease in the Schools Flat area on tribal land described herein. Call for second; second by Glendon. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, yes, 5/0/1, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

Geographic Names: "Toto Creek." The decision of the Tribal Council that the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of Interior shall be the center of the new Warm Springs detention fa- cility. Second by Brigette. Discussion. Glendon, yes, brigette, yes, Wilson, yes, Delvis/abstain, Anita, yes, Lola, 4/0/2, Chairman not voting. Motion carried.

Other business – Tribal Council:
· The Secretary-Treasurer will research older Resolu- tions regarding Tribal Coun- cil pay. Motion by Brigette to ad- minister at 1:04 p.m.
In the Pacific Northwest, a coalition of Native tribes celebrate the river’s partnership with Native American tribes. The Confluence Project commissioned Ms. Lin to design six public “art landscapes” along 438 miles of the Columbia River system, from the basalt fish-cleaning table engraved with the Chinook creation story at Gpsa Dredge permits State Park on the Washington coast, to the story circles at Sacagawea Historical State Park, and the Listening Circle amphitheater at Chief Timothy Park on an island in the Snake River near Clarkston, Washington. Each site was chosen by Columbia River tribes to mark a significant confluence—or spot where bodies of water or cultures converge. Five of the six are complete. “The Confluence Project builds that bridge,” said Antoine Minthorn, chairman of the Confluence Project board and a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.

Some Native American tribes in the Pacific Northwest are enfranchised, or self-governing, and they have competing opinions on how best to save endangered salmon runs, say tribal leaders. “We are all salmon people.” Penney said in the release. “Salmon are the foundation that tribes based near the Columbia River tribes in the Pacific Northwest, to the story circles at Sacagawea Historical State Park, and the Listening Circle amphitheater at Chief Timothy Park on an island in the Snake River near Clarkston, Washington. Each site was chosen by Columbia River tribes to mark a significant confluence—or spot where bodies of water or cultures converge. Five of the six are complete. “The Confluence Project builds that bridge,” said Antoine Minthorn, chairman of the Confluence Project board and a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.

Tribes give statement of unity about dams

Some Native American tribes have competing opinions on how best to save endangered salmon runs, say tribal leaders. “We are all salmon people.” Penney said in the release. “Salmon are the foundation that tribes based near the Columbia River tribes in the Pacific Northwest, to the story circles at Sacagawea Historical State Park, and the Listening Circle amphitheater at Chief Timothy Park on an island in the Snake River near Clarkston, Washington. Each site was chosen by Columbia River tribes to mark a significant confluence—or spot where bodies of water or cultures converge. Five of the six are complete. “The Confluence Project builds that bridge,” said Antoine Minthorn, chairman of the Confluence Project board and a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.

You begin to wonder, Will, what is our legacy?” Mr. Minthorn said the project works to unite a small group of people—Native Americans—with their fellow citizens in learning how to “become American” and how best to steward the land together.

Fisheries update for Sherars Falls

Due to an upgrade in the number of spring chinook returning to the Columbia River—and the Warm Springs National Fish Hatchery likely meeting breeding requirements—the joint Fish and Wildlife Committees have raised fishing restrictions at Sherars Falls. Fishing is now open from Thursday at 7 p.m. through Monday at 6 a.m. Only adipose-marked spring chinook may be kept. Wild fish must be released alive.

All chinook, other than wild spring chinook, may be harvested from July 16 through March 31 of the following year.

The remainder of the Deschutes is closed through July 15. Other salmon species, with the exception of sockeye, may be kept.

Making a Monument along the river

In the Pacific Northwest, Maya Lin’s “art landscapes” celebrate the river’s partnership with Native American tribes. The Confluence Project commissioned Ms. Lin to design six public “art landscapes” along 438 miles of the Columbia River system, from the basalt fish-cleaning table engraved with the Chinook creation story at Gpsa Dredge permits State Park on the Washington coast, to the story circles at Sacagawea Historical State Park, and the Listening Circle amphitheater at Chief Timothy Park on an island in the Snake River near Clarkston, Washington. Each site was chosen by Columbia River tribes to mark a significant confluence—or spot where bodies of water or cultures converge. Five of the six are complete. “The Confluence Project builds that bridge,” said Antoine Minthorn, chairman of the Confluence Project board and a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.

Some Native American tribes have competing opinions on how best to save endangered salmon runs, say tribal leaders. “We are all salmon people.” Penney said in the release. “Salmon are the foundation that tribes based near the Columbia River tribes in the Pacific Northwest, to the story circles at Sacagawea Historical State Park, and the Listening Circle amphitheater at Chief Timothy Park on an island in the Snake River near Clarkston, Washington. Each site was chosen by Columbia River tribes to mark a significant confluence—or spot where bodies of water or cultures converge. Five of the six are complete. “The Confluence Project builds that bridge,” said Antoine Minthorn, chairman of the Confluence Project board and a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.

The dams are located on the Columbia River and were built to generate hydroelectric power. Some Native American tribes have competing opinions on how best to save endangered salmon runs, say tribal leaders. “We are all salmon people.” Penney said in the release. “Salmon are the foundation that tribes based near the Columbia River tribes in the Pacific Northwest, to the story circles at Sacagawea Historical State Park, and the Listening Circle amphitheater at Chief Timothy Park on an island in the Snake River near Clarkston, Washington. Each site was chosen by Columbia River tribes to mark a significant confluence—or spot where bodies of water or cultures converge. Five of the six are complete. “The Confluence Project builds that bridge,” said Antoine Minthorn, chairman of the Confluence Project board and a member of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.
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